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Viewers around the world are consuming broadcast content in a multitude 

of ways, fragmenting the traditional television distribution model. Although 

it feels like we’ve been watching videos on our phones forever, most major 

streaming platforms and their respective mobile apps have been around 

for a few years at most. Broadcasters have put their OTT efforts into 

hyperdrive to find their segmented audiences. Scripted content and full 

season downloads have been an anchor tenant, but live events still make 

the biggest splash for any programmer. 

 

The thirst for LIVE was never stronger than when it was all but impossible 

to produce live events during the throes of COVID-19’s early lockdowns. 

The return of live broadcasts, and the production and transmission thereof, 

became the television industry’s number one priority, and the race to 

go live during a pandemic necessitated new, experimental workflows. 

Consumer teleconferencing apps, transmitting over public internet or 

bonded cellular, suddenly became the standard for remote contribution 

feeds into major network broadcasts. The most innovative developers 

have poised themselves for longevity in the broadcast space. But viewers 

are fickle, and their patience with “technical difficulties” has been short 

lived. And nowhere is forgiveness less forthcoming than in live sports and 

entertainment. 

 

The return to packed stadiums and arenas – the live, in-person 

experience – is the next frontier, and most leagues, promoters and 

broadcasters have begun their forays back into on-location normalcy. 

Most of the lessons we learned from pandemic workflows – including 

how to navigate at-home productions, remote talent and remote crews, 

and the quick-deploy IP transport tools that backboned many of these 

elements – are here for good. Not surprisingly, among these proliferating, 

mix-and-match pandemic workflows, the most reliable workhorse in the 

transmission toolkit has been, and will continue to be, satellite. 

Satellite maintains a key position in the transmission value chain 
with three unique characteristics: remote access, multipoint 
efficiency and reliability.  

The Value Proposition 
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Fiber providers often tout their breadth of 
connectivity, and as a customer-centric 
transmission service provider, PSSI has 
partnered with and benefitted from these 
robust networks, especially in cases of 
bandwidth-intensive applications. But the 
simple fact remains that not all locations are 
wired, and they may not become wired for 
the foreseeable future. Whether for reasons 
of usage-driven cost-benefit analyses, 
dependence on local LECs or locations 
significantly out of footprint, permanent or 
semi-permanent connectivity doesn’t always 
make sense. Conversely, an SNG can pull up 
to a disconnected remote venue and provide 
a backhaul conduit for a multi-path, at-home 
production, 4K UHD sporting event or 1080p 
streaming service, as well as scalable internet 
for the production team. 

Remote Access –  
Live From Anywhere
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From a distribution standpoint, particularly when it comes to global coverage, satellite’s footprint offers the best 
value proposition. The point-to-multipoint, single-price transponder model incentivizes rights distributors and 
international sales teams to close deals for which the capital outlay is only a small amortized portion of regional 
cost. Essentially, if the transmission is paid for by one or two high-value territories, the tier 2 and tier 3 deals 
allow for less contentious negotiation and increased brand building. 

Point to Multipoint  
With Ease
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Some 40 years after its inception, the reliability 
of satellite in live broadcast is second to none. 
Over the lifespan of the “via satellite” broadcast 
business, in-orbit failure has been statistically 
insignificant. While launches themselves carry a 
risk that may outweigh those of digging a trench 
for subterranean cable, the advances in telemetry, 
tracking and control have yielded rock-solid 
space station infrastructure. And while extremes 
of weather have the potential to degrade a 
satellite uplink or downlink, common-sense 
measures such as frequency band selection, 
increased power levels and secondary receive 
locations can all mitigate the rare instances of 
weather-related degradation. In the transportable 
earth station space, the presence of a qualified 
uplink engineer adds a level of oversight and on-
the-job expertise that you won’t get from a port 
in an edge device in a venue’s equipment room.  

Tried and True –  
Satellite’s Reliability
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At PSSI, we get excited by new technology, and we have been integral in helping 
customers and manufacturers come up with efficient ways to solve tomorrow’s 
challenges. Our recent Emmy award is a result of our designing and engineering 
innovative solutions for NASCAR. While our foundation and entry into the broadcast 
business has been satellite-centric, we also partner with fiber networks, including 
Telstra GMN and AT&T, and IP experts like Nextologies and LiveU to stay agile enough 
to provide appropriate and customized solutions for our customers.  

However, even in a time of rapid growth in technological advancements, satellite 
continues to thrive. Beyond the intentional messaging of parties benefitting from 
an overall reduction in satellite usage, the age-old proclamations of the “death of 
satellite” have yet to be remotely accurate. Thankfully, for providers and broadcasters 
alike, satellite has been the stalwart of the transmission ecosystem. The reallocation  
of C-band spectrum in the United States to 5G cellular carriers will present challenges, 
and the fact that this bandwidth reduction has been so heavily contested speaks to 
the fact that satellite remains an integral part of the broadcast industry.

So far in 2021, still very much in the throes of the pandemic, PSSI’s satellite 
trucks have worked over 750 days, and our schedule for satellite transmissions 
for the rest of the year is looking even busier than it was before COVID-19 
changed the world.
 
Traversing television signals hundreds or thousands of miles presents unique 
challenges to any single segment of a carefully designed transmission plan. A backhoe 
digging up a fiber trunk, a sudden surge in public internet bandwidth usage or even 
a rapidly intensified weather system all present unique challenges to the different 
transmission service methods. Redundancy is important, as are diversified and 
blended solutions. As a product, whether it’s for a cannot-fail pay-per-view, a live-to-
the-world awards show or a high school football game, satellite continues to shine.   

Satellite Is Here to Stay
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Satellite can also play an agnostic role in 
new technology. Much as the advances in 
fiber transport have little to do with the glass 
itself, the compression and signal processing 
devices at either end of the satellite link 
are where the most exciting innovations 
are happening. Satellite is a conduit for the 
latest advances in multi-flavored transport 
streams, including IP transport. When 
properly accounting for inherent fraction-
of-a-second satellite delay, satellite actually 
offers quite a robust “private path” for IP 
carriage. Furthermore, the spacecraft-based 
advances, including frequency shifting 
and high-powered spot beams for geo-
localized applications, continue to expand the 
boundaries of what can be done via satellite. 

Supporting Innovation

With advanced coding, we’ve been able to reduce satellite 
delay in certain applications to as low as 120 ms, rivaling  
JPEG fiber delivery.
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We Are LIVE

Here at PSSI Global Services, we are committed to developing the best transmission solutions for our customers 
in any given live broadcast environment. Simply put, our project managers and engineers are experts in 
transmission. Strategic Television is not only a name known to broadcasters around the world, it is also a 
philosophy: whether via satellite, fiber, IP, bonded cellular or any other mode of signal transport, we will acquire 
and deliver content with proficiency and efficiency.

PSSI International Teleport can do it all – event-based turnaround services, streaming distribution, co-
location, disaster recovery, headend services, hub for remote data services, live studio inserts with worldwide 
connectivity and so much more.   

With more than four decades of transmission experience, the best and brightest engineers in the industry, 
expansive resources at our fingertips, and a network of trusted partners around the globe, we’re flexible, nimble 
and ready to implement the ideal transmission solution for every need and budget. No matter the challenge, we 
have the expertise, skill and technology to manage your project from start to finish. 


